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Abstract. In this paper, we studied the frequency of occur-

rence and shortwave direct radiative effects (DREs) of above-

cloud aerosols (ACAs) over global oceans using 8 years

(2007–2014) of collocated CALIOP and MODIS observa-

tions. Similar to previous work, we found high ACA oc-

currence in four regions: southeastern (SE) Atlantic region,

where ACAs are mostly light-absorbing aerosols, i.e., smoke

and polluted dust according to CALIOP classification, orig-

inating from biomass burning over the African Savanna;

tropical northeastern (TNE) Atlantic and the Arabian Sea,

where ACAs are predominantly windblown dust from the

Sahara and Arabian deserts, respectively; and the north-

western (NW) Pacific, where ACAs are mostly transported

smoke and polluted dusts from Asian. From radiative trans-

fer simulations based on CALIOP–MODIS observations and

a set of the preselected aerosol optical models, we found

the DREs of ACAs at the top of atmosphere (TOA) to be

positive (i.e., warming) in the SE Atlantic and NW Pa-

cific regions, but negative (i.e., cooling) in the TNE Atlantic

Ocean and the Arabian Sea. The cancellation of positive

and negative regional DREs results in a global ocean annual

mean diurnally averaged cloudy-sky DRE of 0.015 W m−2

(range of −0.03 to 0.06 W m−2) at TOA. The DREs at sur-

face and within the atmosphere are −0.15 W m−2 (range of

−0.09 to −0.21 W m−2), and 0.17 W m−2 (range of 0.11 to

0.24 W m−2), respectively. The regional and seasonal mean

DREs are much stronger. For example, in the SE Atlantic re-

gion, the JJA (July–August) seasonal mean cloudy-sky DRE

is about 0.7 W m−2 (range of 0.2 to 1.2 W m−2) at TOA.

All our DRE computations are publicly available1. The un-

certainty in our DRE computations is mainly caused by the

uncertainties in the aerosol optical properties, in particular

aerosol absorption, the uncertainties in the CALIOP opera-

tional aerosol optical thickness retrieval, and the ignorance

of cloud and potential aerosol diurnal cycle. In situ and re-

motely sensed measurements of ACA from future field cam-

paigns and satellite missions and improved lidar retrieval al-

gorithm, in particular vertical feature masking, would help

reduce the uncertainty.

1https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=

0B6gKx4dgNY0GMVYzcEd0bkZmRmc&usp=sharing
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1 Introduction

Although most tropospheric aerosols are emitted into the at-

mospheric boundary layer, they can be convectively lifted

above low-level clouds, or in some cases they are emitted at

altitudes higher than the boundary layer and are subsequently

transported over low-level cloud decks. In fact, above-cloud

aerosols (ACAs) have been observed in several regions of the

globe (Devasthale and Thomas, 2011; Winker et al., 2013).

ACA is an important component of the climate system be-

cause its interactions (scattering and absorption) with short-

wave (SW) solar radiation (so-called direct radiative effect)

could differ substantially from that of clear-sky aerosols or

below cloud aerosols, particularly for absorbing particles. In

this study we focus only on the SW direct radiative effect

(DRE), which for the sake of clarity we will refer to as DRE

for short. The DRE of aerosols at the top of the atmosphere

(TOA) is strongly dependent on the underlying surface. Over

dark surfaces, the scattering effect of aerosols is generally

dominant, leading to a negative DRE (i.e., cooling) at TOA.

In contrast, when aerosols reside above clouds, aerosol ab-

sorption of solar radiation can be significantly enhanced by

cloud reflection, which can offset or even exceed the scat-

tering effect of the aerosol (depending on the aerosol radia-

tive properties) and can yield a less negative or even positive

(i.e., warming) DRE at TOA (Abel et al., 2005; Chand et al.,

2009; Keil and Haywood, 2003; Meyer et al., 2013; Zhang

et al., 2014). The larger the cloud reflection, the more likely

the positive DRE will occur. Thus, an accurate quantifica-

tion of ACA DRE is needed to improve the understanding of

aerosol effects on the radiative energy balance and climate. In

the past decade, the DRE of aerosols in clear-sky conditions

has been thoroughly studied and relatively well constrained

by satellite and in situ data (Yu et al., 2006). However, due

to traditional aerosol remote sensing techniques, in particular

those using passive sensors, are limited only to clear-sky con-

ditions, the DRE of ACA had been largely unexplored until

recently. Moreover, model simulations of ACA DRE show

extremely large disparities (Schulz et al., 2006).

Recent advances in active and passive remote sensing

techniques have filled this data gap and have provided an ex-

cellent opportunity for studying the DRE of ACA (Yu and

Zhang, 2013). The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Po-

larization (CALIOP) onboard NASA’s Cloud-Aerosol Lidar

and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO)

satellite was launched in 2006 as part of NASA’s A-Train

satellite constellation (Stephens et al., 2002; Winker et al.,

2007). As an active lidar with depolarization and two wave-

lengths, CALIOP is able to measure the vertical distribution

of aerosol backscatter, extinction, particle depolarization ra-

tio, and color ratio for clear-sky aerosols, ACA, and aerosol

below thin high-level clouds. These measurements, com-

bined with cloud observations from CALIOP itself and other

A-train instruments have provided a revolutionary global

view of the vertical distribution of aerosols and clouds (e.g.,

Winker et al., 2013). In addition to vertical feature masking,

CALIOP also provides operational retrievals of a variety of

aerosol properties, such as aerosol type classification, aerosol

layer height, aerosol optical thickness (AOT), and aerosol ex-

tinction profile, for both clear-sky aerosols and ACA.

Although CALIOP is the first to provide quantitative mea-

surements of ACA on an operational basis, its narrow along-

track sampling leaves large spatial gaps in the observations.

In recent years, several attempts have been made to detect

ACAs and retrieve their properties from passive imagers

with much better spatial sampling than CALIOP. Waquet et

al. (2009) developed a method based on multi-angular polar-

ization measurements from the Polarization and Direction-

ality of the Earth Reflectances (POLDER) to retrieve above-

cloud aerosol optical thickness (AOT) (Waquet et al., 2013a).

Torres et al. (2011) developed an algorithm of simultane-

ously retrieving ACA properties for smoke and cloud op-

tical thickness (COT) from ultraviolet (UV) aerosol index

(AI) derived from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI).

Jethva et al. (2013) retrieved simultaneously the above-cloud

AOT and COT from the spectral dependence of visible and

near-infrared cloud reflectance as observed by the Moder-

ate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). Sim-

ilarly, Meyer et al. (2015) developed a multispectral optimal

inversion technique to retrieve ACA AOT, COT, and cloud

effective particle radius (CER) from MODIS. A review of

the emerging satellite-based ACA observations can be found

in Yu and Zhang (2013). These emerging techniques based

on passive sensors will provide insights into ACA and their

radiative effects over much broader regions in the future. At

present, however, they are primarily at the research level and

no operational data are yet available.

The ACA DRE can be calculated with radiative transfer

models using the retrieved ACA AOT, COT and preselected

aerosol optical properties. This approach is referred to as

the forward calculation method. Chand et al. (2009) aggre-

gated CALIOP above-cloud AOT retrievals (Chand et al.,

2008) and Terra MODIS cloud products to monthly means

at 5◦× 5◦ grids and calculated the radiative effects of trans-

ported smoke above the low-level stratocumulus deck in the

SE Atlantic. This spatial–temporal aggregation of the satel-

lite data obscures the potential influence of cloud and aerosol

sub-grid variability on the DRE, which could lead to signif-

icant uncertainty (Min and Zhang, 2014). The use of opera-

tional MODIS COT could also bias the DRE low (less pos-

itive or more negative) because of the low bias of MODIS

COT induced by overlying light-absorbing aerosols (Cod-

dington et al., 2010; Haywood et al., 2004). In Meyer et

al. (2013), the MODIS COT bias due to ACA contamination

was corrected using collocated CALIOP above-cloud AOT

observations, and the unbiased MODIS cloud properties and

CALIOP above-cloud AOT were used to calculate pixel-level

cloudy sky ACA DRE. Such rigorous collocation has an ob-

vious advantage as it takes into account the spatial–temporal

variability of clouds and aerosols. However, it is computa-
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tionally expensive and requires large amounts of pixel-level

data. Recently, Zhang et al. (2014) developed a novel sta-

tistical method of computing ACA DRE based on the fact

that ACA AOT and COT are generally randomly overlapped.

This method greatly improves the ACA DRE computation ef-

ficiency while maintaining the same level of accuracy as the

pixel-level computations. The high efficiency of this method

enables us to compute 8 years of ACA DRE over global

oceans in this study.

In the forward calculation approach discussed above, the

DRE depends on the selection of aerosol optical prop-

erties, in particular the single scattering albedo. Alterna-

tively, other approaches allow for bypassing the aerosol opti-

cal property assumption. For example, Peters et al. (2011),

Wilcox (2012), and more recently (Feng and Christopher,

2015) estimated the DRE of ACA through regression of mul-

tiple satellite data sets from the A-Train, including OMI UV

AI, CERES (Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy Sys-

tem), and AMSER-E (Advanced Microwave Scanning Ra-

diometer for EOS). de Graaf et al. (2012) developed a

method that takes advantage of the wide spectral coverage

of the space-borne Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrom-

eter for Atmospheric Chartography (SCIAMACHY). They

first inferred cloud parameters (e.g., COT and CER) from

the SCIAMACHY observations in the short-wave infrared

region (i.e., 1.2 and 1.6 µm), where the impact of ACA on

cloud reflectance is generally minimal. Then, they estimate

the DRE from the difference between the SCIAMACHY ob-

served cloud reflectance spectrum (i.e., polluted) and that of

a computed (i.e., clean) spectrum derived from the inferred

cloud parameters. These studies thus minimized the impact

of aerosol retrieval uncertainty in the DRE estimate. On the

other hand, these studies only provided estimates of the in-

stantaneous DRE of ACA at the satellite crossing time and

only at TOA, which is often not adequate for climate studies

and model evaluations. DRE at surface and within the atmo-

sphere are required to assess the full impact of aerosols on

climate, and models often report diurnally averaged DRE.

Although the abovementioned studies have shed important

light on the radiative effects of ACA on the climate system,

several aspects of ACA remain unexplored. First, there is a

lack of a global and multiyear perspective since almost all

previous studies have focused on the SE Atlantic Ocean and

have taken place over a limited time period. Second, most

studies have only reported instantaneous DRE at TOA, which

is not adequate for climate studies and model evaluations.

In addition, the impact of retrieval uncertainties in satellite

products (e.g., CALIOP aerosol and MODIS cloud products)

on computed DRE has not been sufficiently assessed.

The objective of this study is to derive estimates of the

diurnally averaged DRE of ACA over global oceans from

collocated CALIOP and MODIS observations over 8 years

(2007–2014). This is the first observation-based study (as

far as we are aware) that provides a global and multiyear

perspective of the DRE of ACA. In addition to the DRE at

TOA, we also calculate the DRE of ACA at the surface and

within the atmosphere. The diurnal variation of solar radia-

tion is fully accounted for in this study, making our results

more directly comparable to the model reports of the diur-

nally averaged DRE, though it is important to note that the

diurnal variation of the underlying cloud properties are not

considered. Moreover, we carried out a series of sensitivity

tests to estimate the impact of the uncertainties associated

with aerosol scattering properties and satellite retrieval bias

on the DRE results. The rest of this paper is organized as fol-

lows: Sect. 2 describes the satellite products used to derived

the global distribution of ACA; Sect. 3 discusses the global

distribution and seasonal variability of ACA; Sect. 4 briefly

overviews the method used to derive the DRE of ACA; and

Sect. 5 details the results. The major uncertainties in DRE

computation are assessed in Sect. 6. The main findings and

conclusions are summarized in Sect. 7.

2 Satellite data

In this study, we use the CALIOP Version 3 level-2 aerosol

and cloud layer products to derive the statistics of ACA prop-

erties and the MODIS Collection 6 (C6) level-3 daily gridded

cloud product for cloud property statistics. This section pro-

vides a brief overview of these products, including the poten-

tial biases and uncertainties.

2.1 CALIOP

The CALIOP Version 3 level-2 aerosol and cloud layer prod-

ucts (Winker et al., 2009), at a nominal 5 km horizontal

resolution (product names “CAL_LID_L2_05kmALay” and

“CAL_LID_L2_05kmCLay”), are used to first identify ACA

pixels, and then to derive aerosol layer properties, includ-

ing aerosol type, AOT and layer top and bottom height. The

CALIOP level-2 retrieval algorithm detects aerosol and cloud

layers, and records their top and bottom heights and layer

integrated properties using a “feature finder” algorithm and

cloud-aerosol discrimination (CAD) algorithm (Liu et al.,

2009). The detected aerosol layers are further classified into

six sub-types (polluted continental, biomass burning, desert

dust, polluted dust, clean continental and marine) (Omar et

al., 2009), and the detected cloud layers are assigned differ-

ent thermodynamic phases (Hu et al., 2007) based on the ob-

served backscatter, color ratio and depolarization ratio. The

extinction of an aerosol or cloud layer is derived from the

attenuated backscatter profile using a priori lidar ratios, pre-

selected based on aerosol sub-type and cloud phase (Young

and Vaughan, 2008). In the case where clear air is available

both above and below a layer, a constrained retrieval is per-

formed to derive the lidar ratio as well as the extinction and

backscatter coefficient for the layer.

The CALIOP lidar is known to have several inherent lim-

itations. First, it has very limited spatial sampling, provid-
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ing observations only along its ground track. Thus comput-

ing the DRE of ACA over a given latitude–longitude grid

box necessarily requires assuming that the aerosol property

statistics retrieved by CALIOP along its track represent the

statistics over the whole grid box. Moreover, the limited spa-

tial sampling also inhibits the use of CALIOP to study the

variations of ACA and its DRE at small temporal (e.g., inter-

annual variability) or spatial scales (e.g., smoke or dust out-

break event). Another limitation of CALIOP is that its day-

time aerosol retrievals generally have larger uncertainty in

comparison with nighttime retrievals caused by strong back-

ground solar noise (Hunt et al., 2009). Some recent stud-

ies have noted significant differences between daytime and

nighttime CALIOP aerosol property retrievals, in particular

the AOT retrievals, which is partly caused by the solar back-

ground noise issue (Meyer et al., 2013; Winker et al., 2013).

The impact of daytime vs. nighttime CALIOP aerosol re-

trieval differences on the DRE of ACA is investigated in the

uncertainty analysis detailed in Sect. 6.

In addition to the sampling limitations, several recent

studies have found that CALIOP daytime AOT retrievals

for ACA, in particular above-cloud smoke, are significantly

smaller compared to collocated results from other techniques

(Jethva et al., 2014; Torres et al., 2013; Waquet et al., 2013b)

and results retrieved from the CALIOP level 1 data using

an opaque water cloud (OWC) constrained technique (Liu

et al., 2015). The cause for the bias is complex, and multi-

ple sources can contribute to the AOT retrieval uncertainties

(Liu et al., 2015), but the main issue is the failure of the cur-

rent CALIOP retrieval algorithm to detect the full physical

thickness of dense smoke layers. Smoke aerosol generally

has a large attenuation at 532 nm that is 2–3 times larger than

that at 1064 nm. The current CALIOP algorithms detect fea-

tures based solely on the 532 nm data. Strong attenuation in

dense smoke layers can make the detection of the true base

of dense smoke layers very difficult. (This may be improved

largely if the feature detection is performed at both 532 and

1064 nm.) As a result, the current CALIOP feature detection

algorithm often fails to detect the full extent of dense aerosol

layers, leading to low biases in retrieved AOT (Jethva et al.,

2014; Liu et al., 2015; Torres et al., 2013). This underesti-

mation of AOT apparently can have significant impact on the

DRE computation. We have developed a simple method to

estimate the upper limit of this impact, which is detailed in

Sect. 6.

2.2 MODIS

In this study, we use the Collection 6 (C6) level-3 grid-

ded daily Atmosphere product from Aqua-MODIS (prod-

uct name MYD08_D3) for the statistics of cloud properties

and other parameters, such as solar zenith angle, needed for

ACA DRE computations. The MYD08_D3 product contains

gridded scalar statistics and histograms computed from the

level-2 (i.e., pixel-level) MODIS products. As summarized in

Platnick et al. (2003), the operational level-2 MODIS cloud

product provides cloud masking (Ackerman et al., 1998),

cloud top height retrieval based on CO2 slicing or the infrared

window method (Menzel et al., 1983), cloud top thermody-

namic phase determination (Baum et al., 2012; Marchant et

al., 2015; Menzel et al., 2006), and cloud optical and mi-

crophysical property retrieval based on the bi-spectral solar

reflectance method (Nakajima and King, 1990). Level-3 ag-

gregations include a variety of scalar statistical information

(mean, standard deviation, max/min occurrences) and his-

tograms (marginal and joint) (Hubanks et al., 2008). A partic-

ularly useful level-3 cloud product for this study is the daily

joint histogram of COT vs. cloud top pressure (CTP), de-

rived using daily counts of successful daytime level-2 pixel

retrievals that fall into each joint COT–CTP bin. Eleven COT

bins, ranging from 0 to 100, and 13 CTP bins, ranging from

200 to 1000 mb, comprise the histogram. As discussed be-

low, the COT–CTP joint histogram allows for identification

of the portion of the cloud population that lays beneath the

aerosol layer found by CALIOP, as well as the correspond-

ing COT probability distribution needed for DRE estimation.

In addition to the COT–CTP joint histogram, we also use the

gridded mean solar and sensor zenith angles for calculating

instantaneous DRE and correcting the COT bias due to the

presence of ACA.

A major issue with MODIS data for ACA DRE compu-

tation is the potential COT retrieval bias in the presence

of significant overlying ACA. As noted in several previous

studies, an overlying layer of light-absorbing aerosol, e.g.,

smoke, makes the scene appear darker than the otherwise

clean cloud. This cloud-darkening effect often leads to a

significant underestimate of MODIS COT for scenes with

smoke overlying clouds (e.g., Coddington et al., 2010; Hay-

wood et al., 2004; Meyer et al., 2013). A fast COT correction

scheme has previously been developed (Zhang et al., 2014)

to account for the COT retrieval bias due to ACA, which is

briefly overviewed in Sect. 4.3.

3 Global distribution of ACA

The present study is limited to ocean scenes only. This de-

cision was made for a number of reasons. First, ACA oc-

curs much more frequently over ocean than over land (see

Fig. 3 of Devasthale and Thomas, 2011). Second, the con-

trast between ACA DRE and clear-sky aerosol DRE is gener-

ally larger over ocean than over land because the contrast be-

tween the ocean surface and cloud is larger than the contrast

between the land surface and cloud. Finally, the large spatial

and spectral variability of land surface reflectance makes the

radiative transfer computation much more complicated than

that over the ocean. For these reasons, we limit our analysis

only to global oceans and leave the DRE of ACA over land

for future study.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 2877–2900, 2016 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/2877/2016/
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3.1 ACA identification and classification

The following criteria are used to identify ACA columns

within the CALIOP 5km layer products: (1) the CALIOP

5 km cloud layer product identifies at least one layer of liq-

uid phase cloud in the profile; (2) the CALIOP 5 km aerosol

layer product identifies at least one layer of aerosol in the

profile; (3) the “Layer_Base_Altitude” of the lowest aerosol

layer is higher than the “Layer_Top_Altitude” of the high-

est cloud layer. The last criterion excludes some complicated

scenarios, such as aerosol layers in between low and high

level clouds, while retaining the majority of ACA cases. Fol-

lowing the best practice advice of the CALIOP science team

(Winker et al., 2013), we used various data quality assurance

metrics and flags to screen out low-confidence aerosol layers.

Specifically, we only accept ACA layers with the following

properties: (i) cloud aerosol discrimination score values for

the identified aerosol layer between −20 to −100; (ii) ex-

tinction QC values of 0 or 1; and (iii) feature optical depth

uncertainty smaller than 99.9. Any columns that do not sat-

isfy the above criteria were classified as either clear sky if no

cloud is found in the column or “clean” cloud if one or more

cloud layers are present.

After ACA identification, we further classify the ACA

layer into the six aerosol sub-types (clean marine, dust, pol-

luted continental, clean continental, polluted dust and smoke)

provided by the CALIOP product (Omar et al., 2009). The

classification is needed later to select the aerosol optical

properties to be used in the DRE computation. It should be

noted that the CALIOP operational algorithm often identi-

fies different sub-types for vertically adjacent aerosol layers

(Meyer et al., 2013). Recent studies indicate that this is a

misclassification issue in the current CALIOP operational al-

gorithm (Liu et al., 2015; Meyer et al., 2013). Uncertainty

in aerosol classification by CALIOP operational algorithms

is also highlighted in comparisons to airborne High Spec-

tral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) observations, which retrieve

directly the aerosol lidar ratio (Burton et al., 2013). These

observations suggest highest uncertainty in aerosol typing

for smoke and polluted dust cases. Aerosol type misclassi-

fication where CALIOP operational algorithms identify pol-

luted dust is also highlighted in a recent study in which

aerosol transport model fields are used to directly simulate

the CALIOP aerosol typing and compared to native aerosol

fields within the model (Nowottnick et al., 2015). In this

study, we associate all ACA layers in a single profile with

only one sub-type, namely the sub-type of the layer with the

largest AOT. This classification scheme reduces the compli-

cation caused by aerosol misclassification in radiative trans-

fer simulations.

3.2 Occurrence frequency of ACA

After the identification of ACA cases in CALIOP data, we

first investigate the geographical and seasonal variations of

the occurrence frequency of ACA over global oceans. It

should be noted that clouds can have a strong diurnal cy-

cle; thus the occurrence frequency of ACA might also have

a significant diurnal cycle. Unfortunately, because CALIOP

is in a sun-synchronous polar orbit, it can provide only two

snapshots of this diurnal cycle over most of the globe (ex-

cept for polar regions), one during daytime (i.e., ascend-

ing local equatorial crossing time 1.30 p.m) and the other

during nighttime (i.e., descending local equatorial crossing

time 1.30 a.m.). Here we define the ACA occurrence fre-

quency (fACA) in a latitude–longitude box as the ratio of

ACA columns to total cloudy columns sampled by CALIOP:

fACA

(
t∗
)
=

6∑
i=1

fACA,i

(
t∗
)
=

6∑
i=1

NACA,i

Ncloudy

, (1)

where t∗ signifies that the fACA is observed at the CALIOP

crossing time; fACA is the fraction of cloudy columns cov-

ered by the ith type of aerosol, Ncloudy is the total number

of cloudy columns sampled by CALIOP within the grid, and

NACA,i is the number of ACA columns that have been iden-

tified as the ith type of aerosol by CALIOP. This is differ-

ent from the definition in Devasthale and Thomas (2011),

in which the occurrence frequency is defined as the ratio of

ACA columns to the total number of CALIOP observations.

As such, the two definitions differ by a factor of fc, the to-

tal cloud fraction. We define the occurrence frequency in this

way because the fACA provides information additional to and

independent of the total cloud fraction fc that can help, for

example, modelers understand whether an inadequate simu-

lation of ACA is due to cloud and/or aerosol simulation. On

the other hand, one has to couple our fACA together with fc

to depict a complete picture.

Figures 1 and 2 show the seasonal variation of total cloud

fraction fc and fACA, respectively, over global ocean derived

from daytime CALIOP observations. There are several ACA

frequency “hotspots” that can be clearly seen in Fig. 2, from

which four primary ACA regions can be defined (see Ta-

ble 1). The types of ACA in each region according to the

CALIOP aerosol classification product are shown in Fig. 3.

1. SE Atlantic Ocean – This region is perhaps the most

prominent ACA region during the boreal summer (JJA)

and fall (SON) seasons (Fig. 2c and d). The ACA over

the SE Atlantic primarily originates from the seasonal

burning activities throughout the African Savanna (Eck

et al., 2013; Ichoku et al., 2003; Myhre et al., 2003). Pre-

vailing easterly winds in the free troposphere during this

season often transport the biomass burning aerosols to

the west, off the continent and over the ocean (Matichuk

et al., 2007; Swap et al., 1996), where extensive marine

boundary layer clouds persist for most of the year lead-

ing to a near-persistent seasonal smoke layer above the

stratocumulus deck. As shown in Fig. 3a, the ACAs in

this region are primarily a mix of smoke and polluted

dust.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/2877/2016/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 2877–2900, 2016
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Figure 1. Multiyear seasonal mean total cloud fraction in (a) DJF, (b) MAM, (c) JJA and (d) SON derived from 8 years of daytime CALIOP

observations.

Figure 2. Multiyear seasonal mean occurrence frequency of ACA (fACA) in (a) DJF, (b) MAM, (c) JJA and (d) SON derived from 8 years

of daytime CALIOP observations. The red boxes indicate the four regions with high ACA occurrence frequency. See also Table 1 for the

exact geolocation.

2. Tropical northeastern (TNE) Atlantic – During boreal

spring (MAM) and summer (JJA) (Fig. 2b and c),

the dry and dust-laden Saharan Air Layer overlies the

cooler, more-humid and cloudy tropical Atlantic Ocean.

Not surprisingly, dust is the dominant type of ACA in

this region as shown in Fig. 3b.

3. Arabian Sea – During the Asian monsoon season (JJA),

the cloud fraction increases to more than 90 %, setting

the stage for ACA from the transported dust aerosols

from the surrounding deserts.

4. Northwestern (NW) Pacific Ocean – During the spring-

time, the industrial pollution and dust aerosols from

Asia carried by the jet stream can travel thousands of

miles to the NW Pacific Ocean where cloud fraction is

high throughout the year. ACA in this region is a mix-

ture of smoke, dust and polluted dust.

4 Methodology for computing ACA DRE

After the identification of ACAs, we use the method de-

scribed in Zhang et al. (2014) to calculate shortwave ACA

DRE by using MODIS observations of clouds. This section

provides a brief review the key features of this method.
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Figure 3. 8-year averaged monthly mean daytime occurrence frequency of aerosol types observed by CALIOP for the (a) southeast Atlantic

region, (b) northern tropical Atlantic region, (c) Arabian Sea, and (d) northwestern Pacific.

Table 1. Geo-locations of four active ACA regions.

Region Latitude and longitude region

Southeastern

Atlantic

30◦ S–10◦ N; 20◦W–20◦ E

Tropical North-

eastern Atlantic

10–30◦ N; 45–18◦W

Arabian Sea 0–30◦ N; 40–80◦ E

Northwestern

Pacific

40–55◦ N; 145–180◦ E

4.1 Definitions of DRE

For a given latitude–longitude grid box, the grid-mean di-

urnally averaged shortwave all-sky aerosol radiative effect〈
DREall-sky

〉
is given by〈

DREall-sky

〉
(2)

=
1

24

tsunset∫
tsunrise

[
1− fc (t)

] 〈
DREclear-sky [τa (t) ,θ0 (t)]

〉
dt

+
1

24

tsunset∫
tsunrise

fc (t)
〈
DREcloudy-sky [τc (t) ,τa (t) ,θ0 (t)]

〉
dt,

where the upper bar “ ” indicates the diurnal average and

the angle bracket “〈 〉” indicates spatial average over the

grid box; fc (t) is the instantaneous cloud fraction, and〈
DREclear-sky (t)

〉
and

〈
DREcloudy-sky (t)

〉
are the hourly instan-

taneous DRE averaged over the clear-sky and cloudy-sky

region of the grid, respectively. Note that in this study we

compute the instantaneous DREs every hour during daytime

to capture the diurnally variation of solar radiation. This is

why the normalization factor is 1/24 in Eq. (2) and why it

needs to be changed accordingly if the instantaneous DREs

are computed at a different frequency. For shortwave DRE,

the integration range is from local sunrise hour tsunrise to lo-

cal sunset hour tsunset because the DRE during nighttime is

zero. Note that the instantaneous
〈
DREclear-sky (t)

〉
is mainly

dependent on AOT τa (t) and solar zenith angle θ0 (t). In ad-

dition to τa (t) and θ0 (t),
〈
DREcloudy-sky (t)

〉
is also dependent

on the COT τc (t). As pointed out in Min and Zhang (2014),

in addition to θ0 (t), fc (t), τa (t), and τc (t) can also have a

significant diurnal cycle that influences the diurnal average.

However, the orbit of CALIOP only allows it to provide a

single snapshot of the diurnal cycle during daytime (another

during night time). Because of this limitation, we omit the

diurnal variation of fc (t), τa (t) and τc (t), and only use the

value at the daytime CALIOP crossing time t∗. Nevertheless,

we still consider the diurnal variation of solar flux associated

by the change of θ0 (t). In such an approximation, we can

rewrite the
〈
DREall-sky

〉
as follows:
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〈
DREall-sky

〉
≈
[
1− fc

(
t∗
)]〈

DRE∗clear-sky

〉
(3)

+ fc

(
t∗
)〈

DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
,

where the t∗ corresponds to the daytime CALIOP cross-

ing time (usually 1.30 p.m. local time),
〈
DRE∗clear-sky

〉
and〈

DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
are approximate clear-sky and cloudy-sky

aerosol DRE. In particular,
〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
can be integrated

from the hourly instantaneous DRE as follows:〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
(4)

=
1

24

tsunset∫
tsunrise

〈
DREcloudy-sky

[
τc

(
t∗
)
,τa

(
t∗
)
,θ0 (t)

]〉
dt,

where the normalization factor 1/24 is to obtain diurnal

mean from hourly computations. Theoretically, cloudy-sky

aerosol DRE should include the contributions from aerosols

in all conditions, e.g., above, below or in-between clouds.

However, it is difficult to measure aerosol properties below

clouds from space-borne instruments. Here we simply as-

sume cloudy-sky aerosol DRE is mainly attributed to ACAs.

This is a reasonable assumption for TOA DRE, but might in-

troduce large uncertainties to surface and atmospheric DRE.

The uncertainty caused by this assumption will be left for fu-

ture study. Based on this assumption, we can rewrite Eq. (4)

as〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
= fACA

(
t∗
) 〈

DRE∗ACA

〉
(5)

= fACA

(
t∗
) 1

24

tsunset∫
tsunrise

〈
DREACA

[
τc

(
t∗
)
,τa

(
t∗
)
,θ0 (t)

]〉
dt,

where fACA (t
∗) is the occurrence frequency of ACA ob-

served at the CALIOP crossing time defined in Eq. (1).

An important implicit assumption in Eq. (5) is that when

CALIOP cannot detect an aerosol layer, the DRE is essen-

tially zero. Using Eq. (5) we can derive the DRE at TOA〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
and at the surface

〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
surface

. The

DRE within the atmosphere
〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
atm

is calculated

as follows:〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
atm
=

〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
TOA

(6)

−

〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
surface

.

Here, it is necessary to point out that what is often re-

ported in previous studies is the instantaneous DRE observed

at the CALIOP (or other satellite such as SCIAMACHY)

crossing time and averaged over only ACA pixels, namely,〈
DREACA

[
τc (t

∗) ,τa (t
∗) ,θ0 (t)

]〉
. This quantity has obvious

limitations (e.g., diurnal variation is ignored) and can be mis-

leading if not accompanied by fACA because different in-

struments or algorithms might have different sensitivities or

even definitions of ACA (e.g., OMI AI index vs. CALIOP

backscatter). In our view, the diurnally averaged, grid-mean,

cloudy-sky DRE,
〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
, is more suitable for inter-

comparison, and also more relevant for climate study and

modeling evaluation, on which we shall focus in this study.

4.2 Computation of instantaneous DRE

It is clear from Eq. (5), once the instantaneous〈
DREACA

[
τc (t

∗) ,τa (t
∗) ,θ0 (t)

]〉
is known one can eas-

ily derive
〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
from the integral. In this section,

we explain how the instantaneous DRE is computed from

the CALIOP and MODIS products. Hereafter we drop the

time dependence for simplicity. As mentioned in Sect. 2.1,

the CALIOP operational algorithm classifies aerosol layers

into 6 sub-types. Therefore, we can rewrite
〈
DREcloudy-sky

〉
as follows:

〈
DREcloudy-sky

〉
=

6∑
i=1

fi〈DREACA〉i, (7)

where 〈DREACA〉i is the DRE of the ith type of CALIOP

aerosol (e.g., dust, smoke, etc., see Fig. 3), and fi is the fre-

quency of detection of the ith type of aerosol. To compute

the 〈DREACA〉i , one could collocate the level-2 CALIOP and

MODIS data and compute the DRE pixel-by-pixel as fol-

lows:

〈DREACA〉i =
1

Ni

Ni∑
j=1

DREACA

(
τa,j ,τc,j

)
, (8)

where τa,j and τc,j are the ACA and cloud optical thick-

nesses of the j th pixel, respectively. Mathematically, Eq. (8)

is equivalent to the following double integral:

〈DREACA〉i =

∞∫
0

 ∞∫
0

DREACA(τa,τc)Pi(τa,τc)dτa

dτc, (9)

where Pi(τa,τc) is the joint probability density function

(PDF) of the above-cloud AOT of the ith CALIOP aerosol

type and below-aerosol COT. Deriving DRE from Eq. (9) or

(8) requires large amounts of level-2 CALIOP and MODIS

data and pixel-by-pixel collocation and radiative transfer

simulations. It is thus too computationally expensive and

cumbersome for multiyear global studies.

As shown in Zhang et al. (2014), because the AOT of ACA

is generally uncorrelated with the COT below, Eq. (9) can be
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simplified by assuming Pi(τa,τc)= Pi (τa)P (τc) as follows:

〈DREACA〉i (10)

=

∞∫
0

 ∞∫
0

DREACA(τa,τc)Pi(τa)dτa

P(τc)dτc,

where P (τc) and Pi (τa) are the PDF of below-aerosol COT

and above-cloud AOT (ith CALIOP aerosol type), respec-

tively. The advantage of Eq. (10) is that it allows P (τc) and

Pi (τa) to be derived separately; thus tedious pixel-level col-

location and pixel-by-pixel radiative transfer computations

can be avoided. Following Zhang et al. (2014), we derive

Pi (τa) from the CALIOP level-2 aerosol layer product and

P (τc) from the joint histogram of cloud optical thickness

and cloud top pressure (COT–CTP joint histogram) in the

MODIS daily level-3 product. In order to speed up the calcu-

lations, we use pre-computed aerosol type-specific look-up

tables (LUTs) instead of online radiative transfer computa-

tion when deriving the 〈DREACA〉i . The DRE LUTs are com-

puted using the RRTM-SW (rapid radiative transfer model -

Shortwave) model (Clough et al., 2005; Iacono et al., 2008).

For details about the computation of DRE LUTs readers are

referred to (Zhang et al., 2014).

4.3 COT retrieval correction for DRE computation

When a cloudy pixel is contaminated by overlying light-

absorbing aerosols the MODIS COT retrieval is generally

biased low (Coddington et al., 2010; e.g., Haywood et al.,

2004). This COT retrieval bias needs to be accounted for in

radiative transfer computation to avoid biased DRE (Meyer

et al., 2013). A simple and fast correction scheme has been

developed (Zhang et al., 2014) to account for the COT re-

trieval bias due to ACA in our DRE computation. First, we

derive a MODIS LUT for “contaminated” clouds, which is

essentially same as the operational MODIS LUT except that

we put a layer of ACA on top of the cloud in the radiative

transfer simulations to account for the impact of ACA on

cloud reflectance. Then, we project the observed cloud re-

flectance that is contaminated by ACA onto the “contami-

nated” LUT to determine the corrected COT. This process

is essentially to shift the potentially biased MODIS P (τc)

to a new “unbiased” PDF P ′ (τc) that is actually used in the

DRE computation. It should be noted that because different

aerosol types can have different impacts on the MODIS COT

retrievals, the COT bias is dependent on the radiative prop-

erties of the ACA, and the correction process is therefore de-

pendent on the assumed aerosol model. Hereafter, all DRE

computations are based on the “unbiased” COT unless other-

wise stated.

It is important to keep in mind that this COT correction

scheme is only designed to account for the ACA-induced

biases in the grid-level COT statistics. As shown in Zhang

et al. (2014), the DRE computations based on this simple

scheme agree very well with results based on more rigor-

ous pixel-level corrections. However, this statistical scheme

is not intended for deriving the unbiased COT at pixel level.

Interested readers can refer to Meyer et al. (2015) for a novel

method to simultaneously retrieve the AOT of ACA and the

unbiased COT and CER of the underlying cloud at the pixel

level.

4.4 Aerosol optical properties

As shown in Fig. 3, CALIOP-observed ACAs in the four

ACA regions are primarily dust, smoke, and polluted dust

aerosols. Given the AOT and underlying surface brightness,

the DRE of aerosols is mainly determined by their optical

properties, in particular single-scattering albedo. Therefore,

the aerosol optical model assumption has a significant impact

on the DRE results. In the control run shown in Sect. 5, we

choose to build our aerosol optical property models to be as

consistent as possible to the models used in the operational

CALIOP retrieval algorithm (Omar et al., 2009), with speci-

fications given below.

1. Smoke – In the control run, we use the model de-

scribed in Omar et al. (2009) for smoke aerosols to be

consistent with the CALIOP operational retrieval algo-

rithm (referred to hereafter as “CALIOP smoke”). Fig-

ure 4a shows the optical properties of CALIOP smoke

calculated using Mie code (Wiscombe, 1980), includ-

ing extinction efficiency (Qe), single-scattering albedo

(ω) and asymmetry factor (g) for the 14 RRTM-SW

bands. In the calculation, we assumed a bimodal log-

normal size distribution and a single refractive index of

1.517+0.023i for all wavelengths (Omar et al., 2009).

The band-averaged single-scattering albedo of CALIOP

smoke is about 0.85 in the visible spectral region.

2. Dust – In the control run, the bulk scattering proper-

ties of dust aerosols shown in Fig. 4c are calculated us-

ing the bimodal lognormal size distributions in Omar et

al. (2009) to be consistent with the operational CALIOP

retrievals. For DRE computation, the refractive index

over the whole solar spectrum is needed. However, in

Omar et al. (2009), the refractive index of dust is given

only for the two wavelengths of CALIOP, i.e., 532 and

1064 nm. Alternatively, we use the dust spectral refrac-

tive index data reported in Colarco et al. (2014) to com-

bine with the size distributions in Omar et al. (2009)

to derive the optical properties of dust. Colarco et

al. (2014) evaluated the sensitivity of dust transport sim-

ulations in NASA’s GEOS-5 climate model to dust par-

ticle shape and spectral refractive indices. Two sets of

dust refractive indices are tested. One is a merger of

remote sensing-based estimates of dust refractive in-

dices in the shortwave (Colarco et al., 2002; Kim et al.,

2011) with the (Shettle and Fenn, 1979) values in the

longwave. Following Colarco et al. (2014) we refer to
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Table 2. The seasonal and annual mean of diurnally averaged cloudy-sky DREs due to ACA at TOA (numbers on the top in each cell),

surface (numbers in the middle) and within atmosphere (numbers on bottom). The unit is W m−2.

Region DRE DJF MAM JJA SON Annual

SE Atlantic DRETOA −0.02 −0.04 0.41 0.44 0.21

Ocean DRESFC −0.21 −0.15 −0.56 −0.49 0.93

DREATM 0.19 0.11 0.98 −0.34 0.56

TNE Atlantic DRETOA −0.05 −0.57 −2.39 −0.20 −0.78

Ocean DRESFC −0.21 −1.45 −5.99 −0.48 0.28

DREATM 0.16 0.88 3.60 −1.99 1.21

Arabian Sea DRETOA −0.02 −0.44 −0.97 −0.25 −0.54

DRESFC −0.16 −1.11 −2.44 −0.73 −1.41

DREATM 0.14 0.67 1.47 0.48 0.88

NW Pacific DRETOA 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.01 0.04

Ocean DRESFC −0.03 −0.07 −0.07 −0.01 −0.05

DREATM 0.04 0.12 0.15 0.03 0.09

Global Ocean DRETOA 0.00 −0.02 −0.06 0.01 −0.02

DRESFC −0.04 −0.11 −0.27 −0.07 −0.13

DREATM 0.04 0.09 0.20 0.08 0.11

Figure 4. Single scattering properties, including extinction efficiency (Qe), single-scattering albedo (ω), and asymmetry factor (g) for (a)

CALIOP smoke, (b) Haywood smoke, (c) OBS dust, (d) OPAC dust and (e) CALIOP polluted dust.

this model hereafter as “OBS dust.” The other one is

based on the dust spectral refractive index provided in

the OPAC database (OPAC, Hess et al., 1998; Colarco

et al., 2014) (hereafter referred to as the “OPAC dust

model”). The OPAC dust refractive index has been used

for dust optical properties in previous studies by Perl-

witz et al. (2001) and Colarco et al. (2010). In Colarco

et al. (2014), OBS dust model is found to yield better

dust clear-sky radiative forcing simulations in compari-

son with satellite observation. Therefore, we choose to

use the OBS dust model in the control run. The OPAC

dust model is more absorptive than the OBS model,

which will be used in the uncertainty study to test the
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Figure 5. 8-year seasonal mean diurnally averaged shortwave cloudy-sky DRE at TOA, using the CALIOP smoke and OBS dust aerosol

models. The ACA AOT in the computation is from the CALIOP operational product without any adjustment.

sensitivity of the DRE of above-cloud dust to its optical

properties, in particular absorption.

3. Polluted dust – In the control run, we use the model

described in Omar et al. (2009) to compute the scatter-

ing properties, shown Fig. 4e, of polluted dust aerosols

identified by CALIOP. In the calculation, we assumed a

bimodal lognormal size distribution and a single refrac-

tive index of 1.54+0.0019i for all wavelengths.

In order to estimate the sensitivity of DRE of ACAs to their

optical properties, we carried out a series of sensitivity stud-

ies using different aerosol optical models. The results from

these sensitivity studies are discussed in Sect. 6.1.

5 Shortwave cloudy-sky DREs due to ACA

5.1 Global and seasonal climatology

Figure 5 shows the seasonal mean diurnally averaged short-

wave cloudy-sky DRE at TOA

(〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
TOA

)
de-

rived from 8 years of MODIS and CALIOP data using the

method described in the previous section. The computation

uses the baseline optical models (i.e., “CALIOP smoke” and

“OBS dust”) described above. The regional and seasonal

mean values are shown in Table 2. It is not surprising that

the regions with significant cloudy-sky DRE coincide with

the regions of high ACA occurrence frequency (Fig. 2). Sim-

ilar to previous studies, we found the cloudy-sky DRE in the

SE Atlantic Ocean to be positive during the boreal summer

(JJA) and fall (SON) seasons when the ACA is most active

(Fig. 3a). The annual mean cloudy-sky DRE at TOA in this

region is 0.21 W m−2 (Table 2) and the seasonal mean is as

large as 0.44 W m−2 during SON. The TOA DRE is negative

in the TNE Atlantic Ocean (annual mean −0.78 W m−2) and

the Arabian Sea (annual mean −0.54 W m−2), where ACA

is predominantly dust (Fig. 3b and c). This result suggests

that the above cloud dust tends to have a cooling effect on

the climate, similar to its clear-sky counterpart. The cloudy-

sky DRE at TOA in the NW Pacific region is mostly positive

and quite small (annual mean 0.04 W m−2), and is only no-

ticeable in the boreal spring season (MAM) along the coast

of China (Fig. 5b). Note that these numbers are not directly

comparable to many previous studies (e.g., de Graaf et al.,

2014; Feng and Christopher, 2015; Meyer et al., 2013) be-

cause the previous results are either instantaneous DRE that

do not consider the diurnal variation of solar radiation, or

are DRE averaged over only ACA pixels without account-

ing for the near zero DRE from “clean” clouds (i.e., not

the true cloudy-sky DRE). When averaged over the global

oceans, the positive DRE in the SE Atlantic is largely can-

celed out by the negative DRE of dust in the North Atlantic

Ocean and the Arabian Sea, leading to an overall TOA DRE

of about −0.02 W m−2. Because most previous studies are

focused on the SE Atlantic region, we cannot find other stud-

ies with which to compare our global DRE results. But we

note that most AeroCom model simulations of global cloudy-

sky aerosol DRE reported in Schulz et al. (2006) fall in the

range of −0.10–0.05 W m−2 (see their Table 5), although we

understand our study is fundamentally different from Schulz

et al. (2006).

Despite the large difference in TOA DRE, the DRE of

ACA at the surface

(〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
surface

)
is always neg-

ative (Fig. 6) and the DRE of ACA within atmosphere(〈
DRE∗cloudy-sky

〉
atm

)
is always positive (Fig. 7), both as ex-

pected, in all of the active ACA regions. The annual mean

cloudy-sky DREs at surface and within atmosphere averaged

over global oceans are −0.13 and 0.11 W m−2, respectively

(Table 2).

The 8-year time series of monthly mean cloudy-sky DRE

at TOA due to the three most prevalent ACA types classified
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Figure 6. 8-year seasonal mean diurnally averaged shortwave cloudy-sky DRE at surface, using the CALIOP smoke and OBS dust aerosol

models. The ACA AOT in the computation is from the CALIOP operational product without any adjustment.

Figure 7. 8-year seasonal mean diurnally averaged shortwave cloudy-sky DRE within the atmosphere, using the CALIOP smoke and OBS

dust aerosol models. The ACA AOT in the computation is from the CALIOP operational product without any adjustment.

Figure 8. Time series of monthly mean diurnally averaged short-

wave cloudy-sky DRE at TOA from 2007 to 2014. The horizontal

bars on the y-axis mark the 8-year annual mean values.

by CALIOP – smoke, polluted dust and dust – are shown

in Fig. 8. As expected, the smoke ACA has a positive DRE

with the peak value usually in September when the smoke

is most active in the SE Atlantic region. The DRE of pol-

luted dust ACA is generally positive, often with two peaks in

the annual cycle – a larger one in boreal fall corresponding

to the ACA active period in the SE Atlantic, and a smaller

one usually in early boreal spring corresponding to the ACA

active period in the NW Pacific. Together, the smoke and

polluted dust have a combined annual mean DRE of about

0.03 W m−2 at TOA (see Table 3). Considering that the oper-

ational CALIOP retrievals often underestimate the AOT of

ACA, the real DRE might be significantly larger. In fact,

in the sensitivity test discussed in Sect. 6, the annual mean

cloudy-sky TOA DRE from smoke and polluted dust can be

up to about 0.06 W m−2, which is comparable to the radiative

forcing from light absorbing aerosols on snow and ice (IPCC

AR5). The dust ACA has a strong negative TOA DRE with

a peak magnitude usually in July corresponding to the heavi-
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Table 3. The global annual mean of diurnally averaged cloudy-sky DREs at TOA induced by different types of ACA according to CALIOP

observations. The numbers in the parentheses are results based on the scaled AOT (see Sect. 6 for details). The unit is W m−2.

Type CALIOP Haywood CALIOP

smoke+OBS dust smoke+OBS dust smoke+OPAC dust

Smoke DRETOA 0.013 (0.035) 0.005 (0.018) 0.013 (0.035)

DRESFC −0.011 (−0.025) −0.021 (−0.052) −0.011 (−0.025)

DREATM 0.023 (0.060) 0.026 (0.070) 0.023 (0.060)

Dust DRETOA −0.036 (−0.044) −0.036 (−0.044) −0.014 (−0.014)

DRESFC −0.088 (−0.116) −0.088 (−0.116) −0.106 (−0.141)

DREATM 0.051 (0.071) 0.051 (0.071) 0.092 (0.127)

Polluted dust DRETOA 0.009 (0.019) 0.009 (0.019) 0.009 (0.019)

DRESFC −0.021 (−0.035) −0.021 (−0.035) −0.021 (−0.035)

DREATM 0.030 (0.054) 0.030 (0.054) 0.030 (0.054)

est dust period in the North Atlantic region (Fig. 3b). On the

basis of these global ocean time series, we did not observe

significant inter-annual variability.

5.2 Regional analysis

5.2.1 SE Atlantic Ocean

As seen in Fig. 3, the ACAs in the SE Atlantic region occur

mostly during the dry season of the African Savanna (e.g.,

June to October) with peak frequency around August and

September. According to CALIOP, the ACAs in this region

consist mostly of smoke and polluted dust (Fig. 3a) that have

significant absorption effects as shown in Fig. 4. Figure 9

provides an in-depth explanation of why the ACAs in this

region generate a strong warming effect at TOA, as well as

an insight into our method used for computing the DRE of

ACA described in Sect. 4. The color contour in Fig. 9 corre-

sponds to the diurnally averaged DRE at TOA as a function

of the AOT of ACA and the COT of the underlying cloud, i.e.,

the DREACA (τa,τc) term in Eq. (9). The general patterns for

smoke and polluted dust are quite similar, i.e., DRE is gener-

ally positive and increases with both AOT and COT. On the

other hand, polluted dust has a smaller DRE than smoke for

a given AOT and COT combination. As described in Sect. 4,

the DREACA (τa,τc) is pre-computed off-line and is stored in

a LUT to accelerate the computation. To obtain the spatially

averaged DRE, 〈DREACA〉, we integrate 〈DREACA〉 with re-

spect to the joint PDF of AOT and COT (i.e., the line contours

in Fig. 9) that is derived from the CALIOP and MODIS ob-

servations as described in Sect. 4. As seen in Fig. 9a, during

JJA the PDF of AOT has a peak slightly larger than 0.1 at

532 nm. The COT PDF has two peaks, one around 3 and the

other around 10. Compared to smoke, polluted dust in Fig. 9b

has a smaller AOT with the PDF peaking at AOT slightly

smaller than 0.1. The smaller AOT and weaker absorption

together lead to a smaller DRE of polluted dust compared to

smoke, as seen in Fig. 8.

Figure 9. Diurnally averaged TOA above-cloud aerosol DRE as a

function of COT and above-cloud AOT for the CALIOP smoke (a)

and polluted dust (b) models. Also plotted for each aerosol model

are the joint PDFs of above-cloud AOT and underlying COT (line

contours); PDFs are obtained from the entire 8-year JJA record for

the SE Atlantic region. Here, the solar zenith angle is assumed to be

24◦ and CER is assumed to be 12.5 µm.

Figure 10 tells a similar story as Fig. 9, but from a different

perspective. Here, we plotted the grid-mean DRE of ACA at

TOA as a function grid-mean AOT of ACA based on obser-

vations from the SE Atlantic region. To show the importance

of COT in modulating the ACA DRE we classify the data into

three grid-mean COT bins, as indicated by the colors in the

figure. In addition to the expected increase of DRE with AOT,

we also notice that the slope of the DRE with respect to AOT,

i.e., the DRE efficiency, generally increases with increasing

grid-mean COT. The DRE efficiency for smoke is 17.9, 22.6

and 28.6 W m−2/AOT for COT less than 4, COT between 4

and 8, and COT greater than 8, respectively. The correspond-

ing DRE efficiency for polluted dust is much smaller, yield-

ing 6.7, 13.6, and 16.6 W m−2/AOT, respectively. This result

is not surprising given the DREACA (τa,τc) pattern in Fig. 9

and has also been noted in several pervious studies (Meyer et

al., 2013; Yu et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2014). Nevertheless,
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Figure 10. Dependence of grid-mean diurnally averaged DRE at TOA on grid-mean ACA AOT for (a) smoke and (b) polluted dust in the

SE Atlantic Ocean from 8 years of CALIOP observations. The colors correspond to grid-mean underlying COT.

Figure 11. The 8-year seasonal mean (JJA) (a) AOT of ACA, (b) underlying COT, (c) cloudy-sky diurnally averaged DRE at TOA (W m−2),

and (d) TOA DRE efficiency (W m−2 AOT−1) in the SE Atlantic region.

it highlights the importance of cloud optical thickness (i.e.,

brightness) in determining the DRE efficiency of ACA.

Finally, Fig. 11 summarizes the multiyear seasonal meant

ACA and cloud properties, as well as the DRE of ACA, in

the SE Atlantic region during JJA. The seasonal mean to-

tal AOT of ACA at 532 nm (Fig. 11a), including all types of

aerosols, is mainly between 0.1 to 0.2, with the largest values

found over the coastal region and reducing gradually toward

the open sea presumably as a result of dry and/or wet depo-

sition of smoke. The pattern of COT in Fig. 11b is more ho-

mogeneous (mostly between 6–8) except for a region of large

values (around 10) along latitude 10◦ S. Given the strong de-

pendence of DRE on AOT in Figs. 9 and 10, it is not surpris-

ing to see that the seasonal mean cloudy sky DRE of ACA in

the SE Atlantic region (Fig 11c) largely resembles the pattern

of AOT (Fig. 11a). In contrast, the DRE efficiency in Fig. 11d

aligns more with the COT pattern in Fig. 11b, as one would

expect given the results in Fig. 10.

5.2.2 TNE Atlantic Ocean and the Arabian Sea

As discussed in Sect. 5.1, the TNE Atlantic Ocean and the

Arabian Sea are an additional two regions with high occur-

rence frequency of ACA (Fig. 2). As shown in Fig. 3, dust

aerosols are the dominant type of ACA in both regions with

a general cooling effect at TOA (Fig. 5). An analysis sim-

ilar to Figs. 9 and 10 but for the dust aerosols in the TNE

Atlantic region and the Arabian Sea is shown in Fig. 12. A

comparison of Fig. 12a with Fig. 9 reveals several important

differences between the dust ACA-dominated region and the

SE Atlantic smoke region. The color map in Fig. 12a reveals
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Figure 12. Same as Figs. 9 and 10 but for the dust aerosols in the TNE Atlantic region (a, b) and the Arabian Sea (c, d).

that above cloud dust with the optical properties in Fig. 4c

in general has a cooling effect at TOA for COT smaller than

about 7. When the cloud becomes optically thicker, the DRE

of above cloud dust at TOA switches sign to a warming ef-

fect. The line contour in Fig. 12a reveals that most of the

clouds found in the TNE Atlantic region during JJA have

a COT smaller than 10. As a result, the grid-mean DRE of

ACA at TOA in this region is mostly negative as seen in both

Fig. 12b and previously in Fig. 5. It is interesting to note that

the PDF of the AOT of above cloud dust has a peak value

around 0.3 in Fig. 12a, which is larger than both the smoke

and polluted dust in the SE Atlantic. This result reiterates

the fact reported in many previous studies, that the sign of

aerosol DRE at TOA is primarily determined by aerosol ab-

sorption, in particular with respect to the underlying surface,

rather than aerosol loading. Similar to Fig. 10, we found in

Fig. 12b that the grid-mean DRE in the TNE Atlantic re-

gion has a strong dependence on AOT; i.e., the magnitude of

the negative DRE increases with increasing AOT. However,

we found little dependence of grid-mean ACA DRE on grid-

mean COT in Fig. 12b in contrast to the case of smoke or pol-

luted dust in Fig. 10. This result indicates that the grid-mean

COT is not very revealing about the DRE of above-cloud

dust. The overall DRE efficiency of above-cloud dust in this

region based on grid-level statistics is −29.3 W m−2/AOT.

The analysis for Arabian Sea in Fig. 12c and 12d turns out to

be very similar to the TNE Atlantic region. The overall DRE

efficiency of above-cloud dust in the Arabian Sea region is

−28.4 W m−2/AOT. This result implies that the difference in

the cloud–sky DRE between the TNE Atlantic Ocean and the

Arabian Sea is mainly caused by the difference in ACA oc-

currence frequency fACA rather than aerosol or cloud prop-

erty difference. For example, the JJA seasonal mean TOA

DRE is −2.39 W m−2 in TNE Atlantic vs. −0.97 W m−2 in

the Arabian Sea. This difference is mainly caused by the fact

that the TNE Atlantic has a higher fACA around 0.4 than Ara-

bian Sea around 0.15 (Fig. 3).

5.2.3 NW Pacific Ocean

The ACA in the NW Pacific Ocean has a small positive DRE

at TOA, with a regional annual mean of only 0.04 W m−2

(Table 1). The positive DRE is primarily due to smoke

and polluted dust aerosols (see Figs. 3 and 13). Note that

CALIOP observes significantly more ACA in the NW Pa-

cific region during nighttime (see Fig. S2 in the Supplement)

than it does during daytime (Fig. 2). If this difference is due

to CALIOP instrument issues (i.e., low signal-to-noise-ratio

during daytime), it is then likely that the TOA DRE in Table 2

for the NW Pacific region is substantially underestimated. In

Sect. 6, we estimated the impact of daytime vs. nighttime

CALIOP aerosol retrieval differences on ACA DRE. Indeed,

we found that the TOA DRE in the NW Pacific Ocean re-

gion significantly increases if nighttime CALIOP retrievals

are used in DRE computations (regional annual mean in-

creased up to 0.3 W m−2). Finally, we note in Table 2 that

the peak value of seasonal mean TOA DRE in the northern

Pacific Ocean occurs in the boreal summer (JJA) when the

ACA occurrence frequency is low rather than in the spring
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Figure 13. Same as Fig. 9 but for the (a) smoke, (b) polluted dust and (c) dust aerosols in the Northwest Pacific Ocean.

or winter when there is a larger ACA occurrence frequency.

This suggests a stronger role of solar insolation than ACA

occurrence frequency.

6 Uncertainty analysis

In this section, we assess the impact of two major uncertain-

ties on the DRE computation, one associated with the aerosol

optical properties and the other associated with the CALIOP

AOT retrieval.

6.1 Uncertainty in aerosol optical properties

As indicated in Fig. 8, smoke and dust are the two most im-

portant types of ACA in terms of DRE. The DRE results in

Sect. 5 are based on the control run, in which smoke and

dust aerosols are represented by the CALIOP smoke model

in Fig. 4a and OBS dust model in Fig. 4c. The primary ratio-

nale for using the CALIOP smoke model in the control run

is that it is consistent with the operational CALIOP retrieval

algorithm. As shown in Fig. 4a, the CALIOP smoke model

has a single scattering albedo ω around 0.85 in the visible

region, which is close to the mean value of ω measured dur-

ing the SAFARI 2000 (Southern African Regional Science

Initiative) field campaign (see Fig. 1 in Leahy et al., 2007).

However, it should be noted that most measurements made

during the SAFARI 2000 field campaign took place in the

southern African continent close to the source of biomass

burning aerosols and upstream of the SE Atlantic ACA re-

gion. Previous studies have found that the absorption of car-

bonaceous smoke particles tends to decrease due to the ag-

ing effect and mixing with other less absorptive aerosols (Li-

ousse et al., 1993). In order to estimate the impact of aerosol

model uncertainty on DRE, we replaced the CALIOP smoke

model in our sensitivity tests with the less absorbing aged

plume model reported in Haywood et al. (2003) (referred

to as the “Haywood smoke model”). This model is derived

from air-borne in situ measurements of aged smoke plumes

advected off the coast of Namibia and Angola during the SA-

FARI 2000 campaign. In this model, in situ measured aerosol

size distributions are fitted using a summation of three log-

normal distributions with two fine modes composed of aged

biomass smoke and the third coarse mode composed of min-

eral dust. The single scattering properties of the Haywood

smoke model are shown in Fig. 4b. Compared to the CALIOP

smoke model, the Haywood smoke model is significantly less

absorptive, with a single scattering albedo ω of about 0.90

in the visible region (vs. ω ∼ 0.85 for the CALIOP smoke

model).

To estimate the sensitivity of DRE to dust scattering prop-

erties, we developed a new dust scattering model based on

the same size distribution as the OBS model but a differ-

ent spectral refractive index provided in the OPAC database

(Hess et al., 1998) (referred to as the “OPAC dust model”).

The OPAC dust refractive index has been used for dust op-

tical properties in previous studies by Perlwitz et al. (2001)

and Colarco et al. (2010). The single scattering properties of

the OPAC dust model are shown in Fig. 4d. With a ω ∼ 0.9

in the visible region, OPAC dust is significantly more ab-

sorptive than the OBS dust model (ω ∼ 0.95 in visible) used

in the control run. It should be clarified here that the new

models do not necessarily provide a better (or worse) repre-

sentation of the optical properties of ACA, but their differ-

ences from the models used in the control run, especially in

terms of aerosol absorption, provide an opportunity to inves-

tigate the sensitivity of ACA DRE to the optical properties of

ACA.

The results from the sensitivity tests are shown in Fig. 14.

The annual mean cloudy-sky TOA DRE and DRE efficiency

from the control run are shown in Figs. 14a and b. In the

first sensitivity test, we replaced the CALIOP smoke model

with the Haywood smoke model, but kept the OBS dust

model. Note that the combination of Haywood smoke and

OBS dust are the least absorptive among all possible com-

binations. As expected, the less absorbing Haywood smoke

model leads to a significant reduction of positive DRE in the

SE Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 14c). The annual and seasonal mean

of cloudy-sky DRE in this region reduces by a factor of 2
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Figure 14. Annual mean cloudy-sky (a) DRE at TOA and (b) DRE efficiency due to ACA computed using the control run aerosol models;

(c) and (d) are the same as (a) and (b), except that the CALIOP smoke model has been replaced by the Haywood smoke model; (e) and (f)

are the same as (a) and (b), except that the OBS dust model has been replaced by the OPAC dust model.

from 0.21 to 0.10 W m−2. In addition, the DRE efficiency in

Fig. 14d is also seen to reduce significantly from a regional

mean of 9.35 W m−2/AOT to 3.88 W m−2/AOT. In the sec-

ond sensitivity test, we replaced the OBS dust model with

the OPAC dust model, but kept the CALIOP smoke model

unchanged. Note that the combination of CALIOP smoke

and OPAC dust are the most absorptive among all possible

combinations. The use of the more absorptive OPAC model

reduces the scattering effect of above-cloud dust, which has

the most significant impact on the TNE Atlantic region as

expected (Fig. 14e), reducing the strength of regional an-

nual mean TOA DRE from −0.78 to −0.31 W m−2. The re-

gional mean DRE efficiency in the region reduces from about

−24.2 W m−2/AOT to −9.5 W m−2/AOT.

6.2 Uncertainty in CALIOP AOT retrieval

As mentioned in Sect. 2.1, several previous studies (Jethva et

al., 2014; Torres et al., 2013; Waquet et al., 2013b) found that

the current operational CALIOP 532 nm retrieval algorithm,

based on the inversion of the attenuated backscatter profile,

often significantly underestimates the AOT, especially for

smoke aerosols and during the daytime. This is mainly be-

cause the strong attenuation of the upper part of an aerosol

layer, plus the small backscatter of aerosol particles, makes

the attenuated backscatter signal from the lower part of the

layer too low to be detected, which leads to an underesti-

mation of the physical thickness and thereby AOT of the

aerosol layer. This issue is more severe for smoke aerosols

than dust, due to the small backscatter of smoke aerosols (Liu

et al., 2015). A case study of above-cloud smoke by (Jethva

et al., 2014) showed that the AOT retrievals from other re-

mote sensing techniques are substantially larger (up to a fac-

tor of 5) than the operational CALIOP 532 nm retrieval as a

result of the abovementioned issue. A recent study by Liu et

al. (2015) estimated that the operational CALIOP nighttime

AOT retrieval for smoke aerosol over opaque clouds is under-

estimated by about 39 %. Because of the strong dependence

of DRE on AOT, the underestimation of smoke AOT by the

operational CALIOP retrieval algorithm would have substan-

tially biased the DRE estimates discussed in Sect. 5, an effect

that was shown previously in (Meyer et al., 2013). A robust

quantification of this impact requires either the development

and implementation of a new CALIOP retrieval algorithm or

the use of an alternate independent data set of multiple year

global ACA AOT retrievals, both of which are beyond the

scope of this study. Here we attempt to estimate the upper

bound of DRE bias due to the underestimate of AOT.

We note that although the CALIOP operational algorithm

often misses the real bottom of an ACA layer, most of the

time it can detect the top of the cloud beneath. This is be-

cause the strong backscatter of cloud droplets makes the at-

tenuated backscatter signal strong enough for the CALIOP

feature mask to detect despite the strong attenuation of the
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Figure 15. Comparison of the probability density function of above-

cloud smoke AOT between the operational CALIOP retrieval (solid)

and scaled result based on Eq. (11) (dashed). The comparison is

based on 1 year (2008) of CALIOP data.

overlying ACA layer. Here we assume that the entire layer

between the top of the ACA layer (HACA-top) and the cloud

top (Hcloud-top) is occupied by aerosols, and we obtain the

AOT for this entire layer by scaling the CALIOP AOT re-

trieval for ACA as follows:

τ ′ACA =
HACA-top−Hcloud-top

HACA-top−H
∗

ACA-bottom

τACA, (11)

whereH ∗ACA-bottom is the CALIOP retrieved apparent aerosol

layer bottom height that is likely biased high. Because the

true bottom of the aerosol layer is likely somewhere between

the retrieved bottom and cloud top, the scaled AOT τ ′ACA is

therefore an estimate of the upper limit of the ACA AOT. A

comparison of the operational AOT retrievals and the scaled

AOT based on Eq. (11) derived from 1 year of CALIOP data

over global ocean is shown in Fig. 15. The scaling process

systematically shifts the PDFs of AOT to larger values as ex-

pected. Globally averaged, the operational CALIOP 532 nm

AOT for above-cloud smoke (with a mean value of 0.24)

is about 43 % smaller than the scaled results (mean value

about 0.42). This result is encouragingly close to (and larger

than) the estimate by Liu et al. (2015) (i.e., 39 % underes-

timation), which seems to suggest that the bottom of the

above-cloud smoke layer is much closer to cloud top than the

daytime CALIOP observation. The scaling has a similar im-

pact on polluted dust. In contrast, the impact on dust aerosols

is smaller. The global mean AOT of above-cloud dust from

the operational CALIOP product (mean AOT around 0.31) is

about 30 % smaller than the scaled result (mean AOT around

0.43). This is also close to the number reported in Liu et

al. (2015) (i.e., 26 % underestimation).

In the sensitivity test shown Fig. 16, we replaced the oper-

ational CALIOP 532nm retrieval τACA with the scaled τ ′ACA

in the DRE computation. In comparison with the DRE from

the control run in Fig. 14a, c, and e, the most prominent

change is the significant increase of positive TOA DRE in

the SE Atlantic region, where ACAs are mostly smoke and

polluted dust. For example, assuming the CALIOP smoke

model, the regional annual mean TOA DRE increases from

about 0.2 W m−2 if using the operational AOT to more than

0.6 W m−2 using the scaled AOT (see Table 4). Globally av-

eraged, the annual mean TOA DRE induced by above-cloud

smoke increases from about 0.013 to 0.035 W m−2 (see Ta-

ble 3). Interestingly, the impact on DRE efficiency of AOT

scaling is not as strong as the impact on DRE, suggesting

that the DRE is generally linear with AOT as also found in

previous studies (Meyer et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014).

In addition to the abovementioned issue, strong back-

ground solar noise is another source of uncertainty in the

daytime CALIOP aerosol products (Hunt et al., 2009; Liu et

al., 2015). To estimate the impact of this uncertainty on our

DRE results, we performed another sensitivity test, in which

we replaced the daytime CALIOP ACA retrievals, including

AOT and aerosol classification, with the nighttime retrievals

in our DRE computations. The results are presented in the

Supplement. In summary, we found that CALIOP generally

detects more and thicker above-cloud smoke in the nighttime

than in the daytime, which has also been noted in previous

studies (Meyer et al., 2013). We also noted that CALIOP

generally detects less and thinner above-cloud dust in the

nighttime than in the daytime. As a result of increased smoke

and decreased dust, the annual mean global ocean DRE at

TOA are shifted to more positive values, ranging from 0.0

to 0.06 W m−2 (see Table S1 in the Supplement), compared

with the daytime results in Table 4 (−0.03–0.04 W m−2). We

must emphasize that caution must be taken when interpret-

ing the results from this test. Although solar noise certainly

has an important role, other factors, in particular the natural

aerosol diurnal cycle, could also cause differences between

daytime and nighttime CALIOP aerosol retrievals. Future

studies and independent data are needed to better understand

these differences.

Yet another uncertainty source is the misclassification of

aerosol as cloud, or vice versa, by CALIOP. According to Liu

et al. (2009), overall the CALIOP cloud and aerosol discrim-

ination algorithm works well in most cases. A 1-day man-

ual verification suggests that the success rate is in the neigh-

borhood of 90 % or better. Misclassifications occur mostly

in the source regions of dense of dust and smoke. Because

this study focused on transported aerosols over ocean, the

uncertainty caused by aerosol-cloud misclassification should

be negligible in the comparison with other major uncertain-

ties discussed above.

6.3 Summary of uncertainty study

Finally, combining the results from the control run (Table 3)

and sensitivity tests (Table 4 and Table S2), we estimate

that the annual mean diurnally average TOA DRE due to

ACA over global ocean is about 0.015 W m−2 with a range
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Figure 16. Same as Fig. 14, except that the scaled AOT based on Eq. (11) is used in the computations for smoke aerosols.

of −0.03 to 0.06 W m−2. The lower bound (−0.03 W m−2)

is based on the combination of the least absorbing aerosol

combination, i.e., Haywood smoke and OBS dust model,

and operational (un-scaled) daytime AOT. The upper bound

(0.06 W m−2) is based on the combination of the most ab-

sorbing aerosol models, i.e., CALIOP smoke and OPAC dust

model, and scaled nighttime AOT. The DREs at surface and

within the atmosphere are −0.15 W m−2 (with a range of

−0.09 to −0.21 W m−2), and 0.17 W m−2 (with a range of

0.11 to 0.24 W m−2), respectively. It should be noted that

the rather small TOA DRE when averaged over global ocean

is partly because of the cancellation of positive (in SE At-

lantic and NW Pacific) and negative (TNE Atlantic Ocean

and the Arabian Sea) regional DREs. The regional and sea-

sonal mean DREs, as shown in Table 5 and Table S3, could

be much stronger. For example, in the SE Atlantic region,

the JJA seasonal mean cloudy-sky DRE is about 0.7 W m−2

(with a range of 0.2 to 1.2 W m−2) at TOA (Table 5 and Table

S3). From a different perspective, the results in Table 3 and

Table S1 suggest that the light-absorbing ACAs, i.e., smoke

and polluted dust, induce an annual mean TOA DRE of about

0.04 W m−2 (with a range of about 0.015–0.065 W m−2),

which is largely canceled by the negative DRE due to above-

cloud dust (annual mean of about −0.024 W m−2 with a

range between −0.004 to −0.044 W m−2).

Overall, we found significant uncertainties in our DRE

computation. Even the sign of global ocean mean cloud–

sky TOA DRE is uncertain. This is partly because, as an-

alyzed above, the positive DREs in regions dominated by

light-absorbing ACAs (i.e., SE Atlantic and NW Pacific)

are largely canceled by the negative DREs in the regions

dominated by above-cloud dust (i.e., TNE Atlantic Ocean

and The Arabian Sea). In addition, there are also substan-

tial uncertainties in regional DREs caused by uncertainties

in aerosol optical properties, in particular aerosol absorp-

tion, and uncertainties in the CALIOP operational aerosol

retrieval products. Reducing these uncertainties requires im-

proved knowledge of the optical properties of ACAs, in par-

ticular single-scattering albedo, on regional scales, and at the

same time more accurate ACA property retrievals, in par-

ticular AOT. New measurements from upcoming field cam-

paigns, for example NASA’s ORACLES (ObseRvations of

Aerosols above CLouds and their intEractionS), will help

improve our knowledge of the ACA properties in SE At-

lantic region. In addition, the emerging remote sensing tech-

niques summarized in Yu and Zhang (2013) will provide in-

dependent ACA retrievals to compare and validate the results

from this study and improve our understanding of the DRE

of ACA. Finally, as pointed out earlier, we have ignored the

cloud diurnal cycle in the DRE computation, as well as the

uncertainty analysis in this section. The impact of cloud diur-

nal cycle on DRE computations will be investigated in future

work along with updated uncertainty analysis.
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Table 4. The regional and annual mean of diurnally averaged cloudy-sky DREs at TOA based on different combinations of aerosol optical

models. The numbers in the parentheses are results based on the scaled AOT (see Sect. 6 for details). The unit is W m−2.

Region CALIOP Haywood CALIOP

smoke+OBS dust smoke+OBS dust smoke+OPAC dust

SE Atlantic DRETOA 0.21 (0.67) 0.10 (0.38) 0.23 (0.68)

DRESFC −0.34 (−0.73) −0.50 (−1.13) −0.36 (−0.76)

DREATM 0.56 (1.37) 0.59 (1.51) 0.60 (1.44)

TNE Atlantic DRETOA −0.78 (−1.00) −0.78 (−0.99) −0.31 (−0.34)

DRESFC −1.99 (−2.68) −1.99 (−2.67) −2.40 (−3.22)

DREATM 1.22 (1.69) 1.21 (1.70) 2.09 (2.88)

Arabian Sea DRETOA −0.54 (−0.59) −0.54 (−0.59) −0.25 (−0.27)

DRESFC −1.41 (−1.59) −1.42 (−1.60) −1.67 (−1.88)

DREATM 0.88 (1.00) 0.88 (1.00) 1.42 (1.62)

NW Pacific DRETOA 0.04 (0.12) 0.04 (0.10) 0.05 (0.14)

DRESFC −0.05 (−0.12) −0.06 (−0.16) −0.05 (−0.13)

DREATM 0.09 (0.24) 0.1 (0.26) 0.10 (0.27)

Global Ocean DRETOA −0.02 (0.00) −0.03 (−0.01) 0.00 (0.04)

DRESFC −0.13 (−0.18) −0.14 (−0.21) −0.14 (−0.20)

DREATM 0.11 (0.18) 0.11 (0.20) 0.14 (0.24)

Table 5. Same as Table 4, except for JJA seasonal mean.

Region CALIOP Haywood CALIOP

smoke+OBS dust smoke+OBS dust smoke+OPAC dust

SE Atlantic DRETOA 0.41 (1.12) 0.21 (0.67) 0.44 (1.17)

DRESFC −0.56 (1.20) −0.85 (−1.89) −0.58 (−1.22)

DREATM 0.98 (2.32) 1.06 (2.57) 1.01 (2.40)

TNE Atlantic DRETOA −2.39 (−3.05) −2.39 (−3.06) −0.91 (−1.03)

DRESFC −5.99 (−8.10) −5.99 (−8.10) −7.26 (−9.80)

DREATM 3.60 (5.04) 3.60 (5.04) 6.35 (8.77)

Arabian Sea DRETOA −0.97 (−1.06) −0.97 (−1.07) −0.46 (−0.49)

DRESFC −2.44 (−2.76) −2.44 (−2.76) −2.92 (−3.30)

DREATM 1.47 (1.70) 1.47 (1.70) 2.46 (2.81)

NW Pacific DRETOA 0.08 (0.22) 0.06 (0.19) 0.09 (0.24)

DRESFC −0.07 (−0.20) −0.10 (−0.27) −0.08 (−0.20)

DREATM 0.15 (0.41) 0.16 (0.46) 0.17 (0.44)

Global Ocean DRETOA −0.06 (−0.04) −0.08 (−0.06) 0.00 (0.03)

DRESFC −0.27 (−0.38) −0.28 (−0.42) −0.31 (−0.44)

DREATM 0.20 (0.34) 0.21 (0.36) 0.31 (0.47)

7 Summary and discussion

In this study, we used 8 years (2007–2014) of CALIOP ACA

and MODIS cloud observations to derive the shortwave DRE

of ACA over global oceans. The main findings are summa-

rized below:

1. Similar to previous studies, we found high occurrence

frequency of ACA in several regions of the globe

(see Fig. 2), including (i) the SE Atlantic, where ma-

rine boundary layer clouds are persistently covered

by smoke and polluted dust aerosols originating from

biomass burning activities in the African Savanna; (ii)

the TNE Atlantic region, where ACAs are predomi-

nately blown dust from the Sahara; (iii) the Arabian Sea

region, where dust aerosols from surrounding deserts

overlap with clouds associated with the Asian monsoon;

and (iv) the northern Pacific region, where transported
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pollution from Asia is often found above clouds in bo-

real winter and early spring (see Fig. 3).

2. In regions where ACAs are dominated by smoke and

polluted dust (e.g., SE Atlantic and northern Pacific),

the cloudy-sky DRE at TOA due to ACA is generally

positive, while in regions dominated by dust aerosols

(e.g., TNE Atlantic Ocean and the Arabian Sea) the

DRE at TOA is generally negative (see Fig. 5). Af-

ter averaging over global oceans, the light-absorptive

ACAs, i.e., smoke and polluted dust, yield a TOA

DRE of about 0.04 W m−2 (range of about 0.015–

0.065 W m−2). In contrast, above-cloud dusts yield an

annual mean of about −0.024 W m−2 (range of −0.004

to −0.044 W m−2) (see Table 3). The cancellation of

positive and negative DREs results in a rather small

global-ocean averaged annual mean cloudy-sky TOA

DRE of about 0.015 W m−2 with a range of −0.03 to

0.06 W m−2. The global-ocean averaged annual mean

cloudy-sky DREs at the surface and within the at-

mosphere are about −0.15 W m−2 (range of −0.09

to −0.21 W m−2), and 0.17 W m−2 (range of 0.11 to

0.24 W m−2), respectively.

3. We estimated the impacts on our DRE computation of

two major sources of uncertainty, one associated with

assumed aerosol optical properties and the other with

potential CALIOP AOT retrieval biases. As expected,

we found the DRE of ACA is highly sensitive to the

aerosol absorption. The use of a less absorptive smoke

model can reduce the positive TOA DRE in the SE At-

lantic region by a factor of 2 (see Fig. 14 and Table 3).

The impact of potential low biases in the CALIOP AOT

retrieval due to the high bias in the detected aerosol

layer bottom is even stronger. The scaling has a stronger

impact on the AOT of smoke than dust (see Fig. 15),

leading to a less negative or even positive global an-

nual mean DRE. The combination of AOT scaling and

using more absorptive aerosol optical models can lead

to a global-ocean averaged annual mean TOA DRE of

about 0.04 W m−2 (see Table 4), and up to 0.06 W m−2

if nighttime CALIOP aerosol retrievals are used.

To our best knowledge, this is the first study to provide an

observation-based global and multiyear perspective on the

DRE of ACA. Our results can be used for evaluating and

improving model simulations of cloudy-sky DRE of aerosols

that currently have large diversity (Schulz et al., 2006).

There are several limitations to this study that could be

improved upon in future work. First, as we mentioned in

Sect. 4, although we consider the diurnal solar variation we

ignored the diurnal variation of cloud and aerosol in our DRE

computation. This is because the A-Train observes most re-

gions of the globe only once during the daytime. This is not

enough, especially in regions where clouds and/or aerosols

have a strong diurnal cycle. For example, as shown in Min

and Zhang (2014) the cloud fraction in the SE Atlantic re-

gion varies substantially from the maximum value of about

80 % in the early morning to about 60 % in the late after-

noon. Cloud liquid water path and cloud optical thickness

have a similar diurnal cycle (Wood et al., 2002). Approximat-

ing such a strong diurnal cycle using only the snapshot from

the afternoon A-train crossing is likely to cause significant

errors in DRE computation (Min and Zhang, 2014). In this

regard, geostationary observations from, for instance, the SE-

VIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager) on-

board MSG (MeteoSat Second Generation) (Schmetz et al.,

2002), can be used to assess the impact of cloud diurnal cycle

on ACA DRE computation. One of our future works will be

using the diurnal cloud observations from SEVIRI and ACA

observations from CALIOP or other satellite instruments to

study the impact of cloud diurnal cycle on all-sky aerosol

forcing in the SE Atlantic region. Second, we used only the

aerosol retrievals from CALIOP in DRE computation. As

aforementioned, recent studies have found significant biases

and uncertainties in the operational CALIOP aerosol prod-

uct (Jethva et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015; Meyer et al., 2013).

We have tried to estimate the impact of CALIOP retrieval

uncertainties on our DRE computations. Nevertheless, future

study is needed to better understand the uncertainties in our

results. The emerging ACA property retrievals from the pas-

sive satellite sensors would provide independent data sets for

such studies (Jethva et al., 2013; Meyer et al., 2015; Torres

et al., 2011; Waquet et al., 2009). Finally, our current knowl-

edge on the microphysical and optical properties of ACAs is

still very limited due to the lack of measurements in com-

parison with clear-sky aerosols (e.g., no measurement from

AERONET). New measurements from upcoming field cam-

paigns, for example NASA’s ORACLES (ObseRvations of

Aerosols above CLouds and their intEractionS), and emerg-

ing satellite remote sensing techniques will help improve our

DRE computations in the future.

The Supplement related to this article is available online

at doi:10.5194/acp-16-2877-2016-supplement.
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